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CarverMuseumATX Facility Expansion 
Community Meeting #1 
August 8, 2020, 1 p.m. 

13:34:10  From  Meg Ellis : Has this presentation already been shown to D1's CM Natasha Harper-
Madison and staff? 

13:38:23  From  Meg Ellis : I think it's important to differentiate the ways the community uses the 
interior vs. exterior spaces. Are you able to differentiate a visit use of the inside of the 
facility  v. a visit/use of the outside park-like spaces 

13:43:59  From  MontesG : The presentation has not been shown to the CM.  All Council offices were 
notified and invited to this meeting though.  Staff typically meets in person with the CM 
offices during the planning process so they can stay informed. We plan to do that soon 
before we have our second community meeting. 

13:46:17  From  Meg Ellis : Thank you! Sorry my questions got run together above. 

13:49:00  From  MontesG : The presentation does touch on indoor/outdoor usage and what folks 
would like to see in the future. How spaces should be used.   

13:53:12  From  Meg Ellis : Great, I would also like to know how and if visit numbers are being 
tracked numerically to reflect those different uses - indoor v outdoor visits 

14:00:13  From  KP : I have to drop, but I wanted to say that as a new neighbor to the Carver 
museum, it would be nice to have a way to publicly display events/calendars outside of the 
museum to know what is happening and make it easier to get involved 

14:00:37  From  KP : Also, as someone who uses a stroller in the back paths, the paths are very 
difficult to navigate 

14:00:45  From  KP : Thank you for hosting! 

14:18:16  From  MontesG : We do use Monthly Performance Measures during our planning process 
that track indoor/outdoor usage.   

14:39:31  From  Pam Vance : Is it possible to get the recording of this call. I know a few people that 
were not able to attend. 

14:41:06  From  Chivas Watson : Agreed with Pam -- 15 colleagues had prior engagements and 5 
were able to attend. 

14:44:23  From  Megan Eckard : Pam and Chivas - Yes, the meeting recording will be posted on our 
project website later today https://www.austintexas.gov/CarverATXplanning 

14:46:48  From  Pam Vance : Thanks! 

15:03:41  From  Indiia Wilmott : Is it possible to get breakout session notes? 

15:04:30  From  Stephen Coulston : The session is recorded and will be posted online. 

15:04:47  From  Indiia Wilmott : Oh the notes too, great! 
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15:04:53  From  Justin Schneider : Indiia, we will be posting all of the information, including the 
videos of the small groups. It may not be until Monday, but we will get it up there as soon 
as possible. Please share with others as well. 

15:04:57  From  Stephen Coulston : Notes also will be prepared and compiled afterward for the same 
web site. 

15:05:51  From  Stephen Coulston : https://www.austintexas.gov/CarverATXplanning 

15:06:41  From  Kate Muvceski : Thank you! 

15:06:46  From  Indiia Wilmott : Thanks!! 


